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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a framework for semiprivacy-preserving image classification. It allows each user to
train a model on her/his own particular data class, after which
the output features are shared centrally. The model parameters
are never shared. Individual users each use an auto-encoder
to empirically ascertain their private data distribution. The
resulting features are sufficiently discriminative between the
private datasets. A central server aggregates all labeled output
features together with a subset of the private data into a final
classifier over all classes from all users. The latter forms a
trade-off between privacy and classification performance. We
demonstrate the viability of this scheme empirically and showcase the privacy performance compromise.
Index Terms—privacy, information bottleneck, image classification, semi-private model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen tremendous progress in (deep) neural networks in a vast amount of application domains. Much
progress has been made possible thanks to cheap computing
power and the widely easily available amount of datasets
needed for training. This has incentivised organizations to
gather more (user) data in the hope that insight might be
gained from it. However, most of the data captured from users
are highly sensitive, and collecting or storing this data raises
many privacy-related issues. The General Data Protection
Regulation, a new EU initiative on data protection and privacy,
clearly prohibits companies from storing user data for long
periods. Moreover, sharing user data in many applications,
especially medical or financial, is strictly regulated by law.
Obviously, user data is a potentially very rich source of
information, which will benefit many applications. Therefore,
there is a huge need for privacy-preserving machine learning.
There is significant prior research on statistical and information theoretical privacy-preserving schemes. Abundant classical well-known statistical formulations, such as k-anonymity
[1], `-diversity [2], t-closeness [3], differential privacy [4],
and Pufferfish [5], were proposed. Information theoretic (IT)
privacy approaches [6]–[16], model and analyze privacy-utility
trade-offs using the IT metrics to provide asymptomatic or
non-asymptotic privacy-utility-guaranteed frameworks. Recent
research [17]–[19] trends adopted the Information Bottleneck
(IB) problem [20] and generative adversarial networks (GANs)
[21] to address information-theoretic trade-offs and address
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Fig. 1: Proposed client-server training architecture. BIB-AE
stands for the bounded information bottleneck autoencoder
proposed in [26].
potentially new data-driven frameworks for privacy-assuring
data release mechanisms.
There have been numerous studies on training deep neural
networks models, while protecting the privacy of the original data. In this article, we investigate an image classification problem, in which there are two parties. The data
owner/user/client, who holds a collection of images and the
server, which would like to classify a query. In a classical
approach, the model is simply trained on all available data,
and significant performance loss incurs as the amount of said
training data diminishes.
In the so called federated learning scheme [22], a shared
model is trained individually by all users (owners) without
sharing their private data. Each user trains his/her own model
parameters based on his/her private data, but passes the model
parameters to a central server, where all parameters are aggregated into a final model. Federated learning suffers from
multiple issues. Firstly, a single model is trained end-to-end
and is not easily expendable to new classes. In addition to that,
since the learned parameters are shared, it is still vulnerable
to adversarial attacks targeting to obtain sensitive information
[23]–[25].
This article proposes a training setup where part of the work
is done locally by users on their nodes without sharing their
datasets or model parameters. The only output features of each
node are centrally aggregated into the final global classifier.
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Fig. 2: Proposed classification architecture.

The proposed scheme differs from the federated learning
setting in the following manners:
• Each user has the data for at most one class.
• There is no possibility of multi-session communication
between the server and the users.
• No gradient or weight sharing occurs between the nodes.
Therefore, the proposed architecture has a number of advantages. As users only share the feature outputs from their models and not the parameters even less information is left exposed
to possible attacks. Secondly, there are no issues stemming
from gradient propagation and multi-session communication.
Thirdly, it is relatively easy to add new classes/users.
Source code for the experiments will be made publicly
available after review.
II. P ROPOSED A RCHITECTURE
As shown in Fig. 1 the proposed scheme consists of two
entities, distributed data owners/clients and a single centralized
server. Each client trains its own local model on an arbitrary
assigned class and sends only the output features to the central
hub. The server aggregates and concatenates all the received
features and trains a final global classifier based upon those
and a complementary subset of the original private data. The
latter is a trade-off between privacy and classifier performance
in the final model. Each user has access to the data of one
single class only. All the users deploy an identical model
architecture, but the model parameters are learned individually
per user, per class.
Users deploy the so called Bounded Information Bottleneck Autoencoder (BIB-AE) [26] as their model to extract
discriminative features. Normally, when training a classifier,
one would need to see data from all classes in order to train
a classifier. Contrarily, the BIB-AE allows us to approximate
the distribution of data pertaining to a single class. Somewhat
similar to anomaly detection systems, one can expect that
autoencoders trained exclusively on a single class (inlier
class), will exhibit both high reconstruction errors and low

Fig. 3: Diagram of the Bounded Information Bottleneck Autoencoder (BIB-AE).

discriminative scores when tested on other unseen data classes
(outlier classes). The BIB-AE is detailed in Section II-A.
The server classifier gc is responsible for aggregating the
final features (Section II-A) from each user. The complete
architecture of the scheme is sketched in Fig. 2. The server
trains the classifier gc based on all the concatenated perclass features from all individual users, together with a subset
of the original data. The latter is an obvious breach of
privacy by design, as adding more side-information enhances
performance. However, this is a controllable leak.
A. Bounded Information Bottleneck Auto-encoder
We will consider a true data distribution pD (x) from which
the training set {x1 , x2 , ..xm } is sampled from. The Information Bottleneck (IBN) auto-encoder [26] can be considered
as a “compression” of x to z via a parametrized mapping
qφ (z|x) leading to a bottleneck representation z yet preserving
a certain level of information Ix in z about x. Accordingly,
the unsupervised IBN problem can be formulated as:
min

φ:I(z;x)≥Ix

Iφ (x; z),

(1)

where I(·; ·) denotes the mutual information [27]. It can be
also written in the Lagrangian formulation as a minimization
of:
L (θ, φ) = Iφ (x; z) − βI(z; x),

(2)

with β to be a Lagrangian multiplier.
The first term Iφ (x; z) in (2) can be decomposed as:
Iφ (x; z)



qφ (z, x)
= Eqφ (z,x) log
qφ (z)pD (x)


qφ (z|x) pθ (z)
= Eqφ (z,x) log
qφ (z) pθ (z)
= EpD (x) [KL(qφ (z|x)||pθ (z))] −
KL(qφ (z)||pθ (z)).

(3)

Fig. 4: Outlier (orange) versus inlier (blue) for different classes
of MNIST, with a latent space dimensionality of 128.

Fig. 5: Outlier (orange) versus inlier (blue) for different classes
of Fashion-MNIST, with a latent space dimensionality of 128.

Similarly, the second term can be also formulated as:


p(x|z)
I(z; x) = Ep(z,x) log
pD (x)


pD (x)
= −EpD (x) [log p(x)] − EpD (x) log
p (x)

 θ
+EpD (x) Eqφ (z|x) [log pθ (x|z)]

MSE score: Euclidean distance between the input probe
image and the reconstructed one.
• discriminator score: output of the discriminator for the
reconstructed image.
With a proper training of the model, we expect the images
from the inlier class to have a low reconstruction error and
high discriminator score in contrast to the outlier classes. To
validate our hypothesis, examples of these scores for inlier and
outlier classes are shown in Fig. 4 for MNIST database [28]
and in Fig.5 for Fashion-MNIST database [29].
•

= H(pD (x); pθ (x)) − KL(pD (x)||pθ (x))


+EpD (x) Eqφ (z|x) [log pθ (x|z)]
≥ EpD (x) [Eqφ (z|x) [log pθ (x|z)] − KL(pD (x)||pθ (x))

U
= Iθ,φ
(z; x).

(4)

Given the principles of information bottleneck, a new autoencoding framework was introduced in [26] as a bounded information bottleneck AE (BIB-AE). The BIB-AE Lagrangian
is defined as:
U
LBIB−AE (θ, φ) = Iφ (x; z) − βIθ,φ
(z; x),

(5)

B. Global Classifier
The final server side classifier takes the aggregated features
from all user models, next to a subset of original data. The
original image data are passed through two convolutional
layers outputting 8 channels. These intermediate features are
stacked with the user features and fed through a final linear
layer, followed by soft-max.

where:
III. E XPERIMENTS

Iφ (x; z) = EpD (x) [KL(qφ (z|x)||pθ (z))]
{z
}
|
A

− KL(qφ (z)||pθ (z)),
|
{z
}
B

U
Iθ,φ
(z; x) = EpD (x) [Eqφ (z|x) [log pθ (x|z)]
|
{z
}
C

− KL(pD (x)||pθ (x)) .
|
{z
}

(6)

D

The diagram explaining the BIB-AE setup is shown in
Fig. 3. The reconstruction fidelity is ensured jointly by the
terms (C) and (D), while the minimization of mutual information between x and z is guided by the targeted distribution
of the latent space pθ (z) according to the terms (A) and (B).
After training the BIB-AE, each user would give the following
features as the outputs:

In this section, we evaluate the proposed semi-private
classification algorithm. The performance of the proposed
model is assessed in terms of the classification accuracy over
three public datasets, the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST. The
description of the datasets are given below:
• The MNIST dataset contains 70000 28 × 28 grayscale
images of handwritten digits from 0 to 9 [28].
• The Fashion-MNIST dataset contains 70000 28 × 28
gray scale images of fashion and clothing items that
each sample associates with a label from 10 classes. It
was created by Zalando as a compatible replacement for
MNIST [29].
Each BIB-AE is trained using a subset of NAE private
data and the final classifier at the server is trained using only
Nclassifier . labeled samples of the private data from all users.

The trade off between privacy and the classification accuracy
comes with using different values of Nclassifier .
We define privacy leakage as the percentage of images from
the original dataset that is used in the training of the final
global classifier.
Nclassifier
L=
.
(7)
Ntotal
From another point of view, this scheme can be considered
as a particular case of semi-supervised learning; nevertheless,
one has access to all the dataset with a limited number of labels
in semi-supervised learning. In our architecture, however, the
total number of data together with their label is:
Nlabel = min(Nclassifier , Nc × NAE ).

(8)

Wk =

k X
X
q=1 x∈Cq

Bk =

k
X
q=1

(x − µq )(x − µq )T ,

(10)

nq (µq − µ)(µq − µ)T ,

(11)

with Cq the set of points in cluster q, µq the center of cluster
q , µ the global center, and nq the number of points in cluster
q.
The Davis Bouldin (DB) score is the average similarity
score of each cluster with its most similar cluster. The similarity is defined as the ratio of within-cluster distances to
between-cluster distances. The lower DB score corresponds to
better separability [31].

A. Discriminative Features

B. Classification Accuracy

The BIB-AE blocks have two outputs, which are used as
feature scores. The first is the reconstruction (MSE) loss, the
second is the discriminator output. Before concatenation all
are scaled between 0 and 1.
The outlier versus inlier test was setup as follows. For
all individual classes, a single one is selected as inlier and
tested against all others as outliers. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show
the results from a couple of single classes tested against the
other classes(outlier classes), for MNIST and Fashion-MINST,
respectively. As expected some inlier classes overlap more
than others. To quantify this we use two metrics: the Class
Scatter Measure (CSM) [30] and the Davis Bouldin (DB)
metric [31].
The Class Scatter Measure (CSM) index is the ratio of
the sum of between-clusters dispersion and of inter-cluster
dispersion for all clusters (where dispersion is defined as the
sum of distances squared) and is higher when clusters are
dense and well separated. For a dataset of size nE which has
been clustered into k clusters, the CSM index is defined as the
ratio of the between-clusters dispersion mean and the withincluster dispersion:
nE − k
trace(Bk )
×
,
(9)
s=
trace(Wk )
k−1

The classification accuracy of the proposed architecture is
evaluated for different values of NAE and Nclassifier in Table
III and IV. Supplying the central classifier with an additional
100 images per class, ensures competitive performance.
Note that in a semi-supervised settings it is custom to use
all images and the limited number of labels. In contrast, our
scheme uses a very limited subset of labeled images.
As mentioned earlier, the setting is entirely different from
the federated learning and thus can not be compared with.

where trace(Bk ) is the trace of the between group dispersion
matrix and trace(Wk )is the trace of the within-cluster dispersion matrix defined by:
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1000

3000

6000

100

98.13

98.78

99.28

1000

98.31

98.9

99.33

TABLE III: Classification accuracy for the MNIST dataset.

NAE

Nclassifier
1000

3000

6000

100

85.7

88.97

90.66

1000

87.7

89

90.7

TABLE IV: Classification accuracy for the Fashion-MNIST
dataset.

Labels
1000

3000

9

VAE (M1+M2) [32]

97.6

97.82

ladder Network [33]

99.1

-

SSCNN [34]

94.5

-

Adversarial autoencoder [35]

98.4

-

VAT [36]

98.6

98.75

Proposed model

98.13

98.79

CSM

283

246

202

153

226

157

180

328

152

159

DB

14.3

51.2

25.4

9.6

9.1

22.6

11.0

39.3

15.9

13.3

TABLE I: CSM and Davis Bouldin separability scores for
inlier vs outlier classes for MNIST.
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CSM

346

1063

689

664

451

851

345

782

607

827

DB

0.8

0.4

0.6

0.5

0.7

0.5

0.8

0.5

0.6

0.4

TABLE II: CSM and Davis Bouldin separability scores for
inlier vs outlier classes for Fashion-MNIST.

Methods

class

Nclassifier

TABLE V: MNIST semi-supervised classification accuracy for
SOTA methods.

Methods

Labels
1000

3000

GMVAE + auxiliary tasks [37]

84.15

-

SSCNN [34]

83.6

-

Proposed model

85.7

88.97

TABLE VI: Fashion-MNIST semi-supervised classification
accuracy for SOTA methods.

IV. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed a distributed semi-private image classification scheme. In particular it allows each user to train an
auto-encoder model on his/her private data subsets and only
share the resulting output features at the classification stage.
A server aggregates all these intermediate results into a final
classifier. Our experiments showed that for (Fashion) MNIST
the auto-encoder features per class are discriminative enough
to build a central classifier on top. The latter reaches competitive performance compared to SOTA when using only 100
additional original images per class. Future work will focus
on eliminating the need for additional images at server-side
completely using synthetically generated images. Moreover,
the experiments should be extended to other datasets.
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